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“Will you succeed? Yes, you will indeed. 98¾% guaranteed.”
One of my favorite books was
written by Dr. Seuss, “Oh, the
Places You’ll Go!”. It brings back
many memories of the hard work
that must be put in and stop all
the “Waiting”. We at BTB are
done “Waiting” and here are a
few things that BTB has done
to make the 2013 harvest the
best one yet. We started with the
people. We have three new, very
talented winemakers that have
joined our family.
First we have Allan Christensen
who came to BTB from Mayacamas Vineyards where he was the
assistant winemaker for 6 years.
Allan has 17 harvests under his
belt including Miner Family Winery, Joseph Phelps and a stint
in 2011, for us, at Ramal Estate
Winery, where he almost single
handedly (shameless exaggeration) processed 450 tons of
Pinot Noir for our clients. Allan
is a great communicator anticipating client’s needs and giving
clear direction to the cellar team.
He’s an organizer too, always
looking for ways to make things
run more smoothly. You might
also like to know, Allan loves Pina
Colada’s and getting caught in
the rain.

Next up is Trevor Chlanda. Trevor
joined us from JC Cellars where
he was assistant winemaker.
Prior to that Trevor served as the
Assistant Winemaker at William
Selyem and yes, you guessed it,
he’s a complete Pinot Noir snob.
But you know those Pinot guys;
process, process, process. He
is a detail guy and we love that.
Trevor has already made himself
right at home with the implementation of some new SOP’s and
taken on the role of Cellar Safety
Overlord. We appreciate all the
time and effort he has been
putting in to making BTB a great
place to work. But frankly, we are
confused on how Trevor ever got
hired being a diehard Red Sox’s
fan in the Yankee Universe that
is Bin to Bottle. (John has admitted that Trevor graduating from
Cornell University earned him a
pass on his lame Sox love).
Last but not least we have our
newest addition to the winemaking team in Brandon Reitz.
Brandon was just recently Mark
Herald’s assistant winemaker,
where he worked with small high
end lots of Napa Valley Cabernet
Sauvignon. Brandon’s been in the
biz for years helping his family

in both the vineyard and with
their winemaking efforts.
Brandon has also experienced
a couple of harvests at another
Napa Valley custom crush facility
so he knows his way around lots
and lots of lots. We are very
excited about a bright new fresh
face and look forward to the
many ideas that he brings to the
table.
As has been the case for the last
seven years, Toshi Wakayama
is skippering the “vessel” and
keeping his production crew in
shipshape. He has “Waited” all
year for harvest and is raring to
go. Please stop by for a beer and
a quick hello to the entire team.
All of us at Bin to Bottle look
forward to a very successful and
fun 2013 harvest. In the great
words of Dr. Seuss, “Will you
succeed? Yes, you will indeed.
98¾% guaranteed.”
Aloha,
Gretchen Brakesman
Official Client Happiness Officer

“The journey is the thing.”
“A first-rate laboratory is one in which
mediocre scientists can produce outstanding work”. Okay, that may sound
ridiculous at first but there is truth
in this quote. Two decades of experience around winery laboratories has
reinforced the notion that if you want
it perfect, you’ve got to make it idiot
proof. Now to be clear, I’m not calling
anyone an idiot; however, some of the
most sophisticated modern laboratory
equipment can be dumber than a bag
of hammers.
Example: a thoughtful, and informed
analyst is required to know a bad
result when one is observed. Beers
Law (easy to remember) states that,
at specific wavelengths the concentration of an analyte can be determined
by the amount of absorbance detected
by a Spectrophotometer. The Spectrophotometer knows nothing about
the sample. It is therefore up to the
analyst to make the sample idiot proof.
Proper time and place of collection, degassing, decolorizing, proper dilution,
perfect pipetting technique, understanding enzymatic reaction times,
temperature and SOP adherence are
all the important elements.
My mission (let’s call it a journey) in the
laboratory is to take into account the
potential idiocy in all things and to compensate for it. We are on a journey of
continuous improvement with procedures and capabilities. One where our
instruments are not relied upon for
anything other than offering a numerical result under tightly controlled
circumstances. From that point on, it
is up to our thoughtful interpretation.
When you visit the Bin to Bottle
laboratory, the improvements you see
include a plethora of back-up methods.
We now have an alternative method
for almost every test available in the
lab. This is essential for validating the

preferred method, crosschecking a
potentially “odd” result and supporting
operations during equipment failure
or preventative maintenance. We
have also performed method audits to
ensure that all techniques are up to
industry standard.
You will see some fancy new equipment adorning the bench-tops too. We
are applying more modern methods
of analysis and sample handling while
enhancing traditional methods that
are still valid. Some of our traditional
apparatus are still effective and are
polished and shining with their usual
luster. In fact, we have brought some
longstanding favorites out of mothball
status. Call it quirky but I love the Aeration Oxidation method for free and
total sulfur.
Come observe Francis and I diligently
focused on peculiar nuances of quality
wine analysis. Really! It’s fun especially
when you have a beer in your hand.
That’s a different “Beers Law”. I’ll explain more when you come by.
As you read this, you may get the
impression that there’s a lot of pride
in what we are accomplishing hidden
between the lines. You would be only
partly right. I am not proud that we
have reached our destination. I am
proud because of the way we are taking the journey together. We have an
outstanding, dedicated team assembled and I am having a blast.
“Lab work was my first challenge. ... I
still carry the scars of my first discovery…test tubes are fragile”.
-Kevin Wiens, Lab Manager.

BTB’s Top Ten Uber
upgrades for 2013
1. Our huge investment in new,
highly trained and educated staff will
pay dividends to our clients for years
to come.
2. Finding and hiring a rock star
(geek) lab manager has had an
enormous impact in moving BTB
upward and onward and instilling
confidence in all.
3. Acquiring new Lab equipment and
tools and modifying SOP’s has helped
produce accurate and timely results
for our clients and their winemakers.
4. We added a kick ass client happiness officer who will always know the
needs and pulse of our clients.
5. Clients being assigned a
specific winemaker to be there point
of contact for all their needs will simplify and stream line communication.
6. 500,000 Simoleons has been
spent on new equipment to support a
smooth and efficient harvest including (a high speed processing line from
P & L, a Vega 25 destemmer, nine
new tanks with 250 tons of fermentation capacity, upgraded central
chiller and press, steam generator,
Fire and Ice chiller with blades, New
large plate and frame filter with new
Waukesha pump, two new fork lifts
and much, much more!
7. Reducing tonnage goal by 20%
from 2012 levels.
8. Significant increase in cellar staffing at all three levels of experience.
9. Addition of crush module from
Winemakers Database to simplify
billing for production and accounting
staff.
10. Significantly increased barrel
storage capacity and bulk storage
capacity.
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